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revealed that Craig was even better suited to sales. He
received a promotion and eventually spent three years as
a sales manager at the company’s facility in L.A. — the
largest freight terminal in the United States. While there,
he earned the title of “Manager of the Year.”
But there was a big downside to his success, and that
was the 3-hour commute he was making from his home in
Victorville to his job in L.A. When Craig decided it was
time for a change, he interviewed with a mortgage company. “The gentleman I interviewed with ended up being
my mentor for more than a decade,” Craig says. “Since
I had already been in sales with a national corporation
and had corporate sales training for four years, I figured
it would be a fairly easy transition. I made the leap, and I
have been in the mortgage industry ever since.”

L

oan Consultant Craig Lawrence has a favorite
saying, “Together, we create abundance.”

As a mortgage loan advisor with more than 20 years
of industry experience, Craig has brought those words
to life by helping hundreds of families create abundance
through home ownership.
A SoCal native, Craig entered the Air Force right out
of high school and served as a canine handler. “It was
impactful for me at 18 years old to be searching planes
and buildings for bombs. It makes you grow up really
fast, and it propelled me to have a desire for rules and
guidelines.”
After completing his military service, Craig went on to
college and began working for trucking giant Roadway
(now YRC). While his talent for efficiency and leadership made him an excellent supervisor, an aptitude test
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Along the way, Craig has co-founded a mortgage
company, been a mortgage branch manager and worked
one-on-one with countless homebuyers. He says that his
years as a branch manager helped him to hone his skills
and develop systems that he continues to use in his practice today. “It was a major turning point in my career.
When I became a branch manager, I started working with
high-producing real estate agents and transforming skills
I didn’t have previously. I had to create systems that
ensured everyone’s success, and it worked out well.”
Craig experienced a second mortgage milestone when
he decided he was ready to leave management and return
to what he loves best — helping people become homeowners. He began working with a loan product aimed at
assisting low to moderate-income buyers, and he discovered a renewed passion for his chosen career. “At that
time, the mortgage industry exploded. I took my systems
and solidified them so I could handle a volume of clients.
I was pre-qualifying about 20 people a day, and many
were credit challenged. It allowed me to really hone my
communication skills. Handling that kind of volume
makes you a better loan officer, and it encourages growth
in ways you don’t expect. I became more compassionate
and empathetic toward people as I was able to help them
fix issues to become eligible for housing. I developed a
real passion for those skillsets and the difference I was
able to make for families.”

Creating Abundance Through Home Ownership
In 2022, Craig joined loanDepot in Ontario, where he
has access to a portfolio of more than 400 loan products.
He chose loanDepot for what he describes as its “complete digital efficiency.” He continues, “In a digital world,
everybody goes online first. Our Mello Home platform
allows us to cultivate those digital leads and refer them
to the best real estate agents who are partners on our platform. loanDepot’s system is completely proprietary and
setting the pace for innovation in the industry. It offers
tons of efficiencies and automation to benefit real estate
agents and borrowers — it really is the next evolution of
the mortgage industry. With interest rates and costs going
up, those digital efficiencies help to lower costs, and that
savings is passed on to the consumer.”

them have the same success we do. Having the opportunity to work for somebody is something I take very
seriously. Whatever challenges you’re facing, I’m going
to face it with you. Together, we create abundance, and
your abundance is just as important as my abundance.”
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With a focus on first-time buyers and USDA and
CalHFA loan products, Craig brings knowledge, patience
and compassion to helping people achieve home ownership. His clients’ five-star reviews demonstrate his
commitment to their success.
“Craig was amazing! We were first time home buyers
that had no clue about mortgages, escrow, etc. He walked
us through every step of the way. He made us feel comfortable in a stressful situation and handled the process
professionally. Without question, we will use Craig again
and recommend him to our friends and family.”
“Craig did a great job closing a difficult loan. He
worked with us to show us how to rebuild our credit score,
how to clear up some inaccurate information, and was
readily available through the entire process. I have recommended him to others and will definitely use him again if
the need should arrive. Craig is an awesome loan officer.”
For Craig, his wife Caroline and their two children,
Kennedy and Nicholas, are the most important priorities
in his life. “I want my family to have success, so that’s
how I feel about other people’s families. I want to help
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